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the greens technology is best informatica training institute in chennai. i completed my informatica course in greens
technologies. the course was well designed and was goal oriented. the trainers way of teaching was understandable and

much effective. many students were new to etl when the course started but now we understood the concepts of
informatica clearly. we completed the 100% placement in greens technologies. greens technologies is best informatica
training institute in chennai. i completed my informatica course in greens technologies. i was confused about the course
as the course duration was short. but after completing the course i got clarity on the topics covered. the trainers were

experienced and explained the concepts in a simple way. overall the course was helpful in my career. i would prefer this
course as it made me confident. informatica powercenter is a must have tool for any developers. it is all about etl. it is a

dynamic and powerful tool to process and manage large volumes of data. it is very popular tool in etl and data
integration field. i took informatica certification from greens technologies. it is very effective to pass the test. the course

was well planned and i got a good exposure to the current it market. the trainers were experienced and they were
friendly. our informatica training in chennai is surely is best. we have experienced trainers and they teach in a very easy

to understand manner. we got good knowledge on informatica after completing the course. they focus on practical
training and the theoretical concepts are kept simple.
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This is an important step before proceeding further. Unzip the installation
file using 7zip (you can use any other unzip software like Winzip etc) from

here and there to install the product. Just unzip the package in the
subdirectory created in the server folder. Unzip the following package:
informatica86_server_installer_winem-64t (Extract to %Program Files

(x86)\Informatica Corporation\8.3 )
informatica86_client_installer_win32-x86 (Extract to %Program Files

(x86)\Informatica Corporation\8.3 ) Greens is one of the best institutes to
learn informatica. Placements helped me to get placed in various banks.

The staff is highly experienced and make the learning environment lively. I
rate the place 7/10 only as i cannot put it in numbers. The admin team is

really good and they are always ready to help and guide the students who
needs them. Greens technologies is the most wonderful place where you
can learn the information technology field. Greens provides services such
as Informatica Training and Placement Assistance, so that you can get a

secured future in the IT Field. Also, you can avail some of the "free
services" offered at the institute. Fees are very less as compared to the

other institutes and in this economic climate, these are the important thing
one need to consider while choosing the best institute. Best institute for
learning Informatica, nothing but the best. I did for 3 times in a row from

different institutes and found greens as the best place. The teaching
methodology is excellent, all the staff is very experience. The campus is

excellent and the food is also wonderful. I would recommend this institute
if your goal is to explore the field of informatica. 5ec8ef588b
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